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We define the graph G, recursively from G,_ t by adding a point or a line with probability p
and q, respectively, if G,_ t is not complete; if G,_ i is complete we always add a point. By using 
recursions we investigate the probability distribution of the order and size of G,, of the 
minimum and maximum orders for a fixed size, and of the minimum and maximum sizes fo~ ,, 
fixed order. Expected values and generating functions are determined. 
1. Introduction 
The random grapils introduced by Austin et al. [1], Gilbert [1 !] and Erd6s and 
R6nyi [4] and used thereafter by several authors are generated by random 
deletions of lines in a complete parent graph of fixed order or, equivalently, by 
random insertions of lines in a zero-size parent graph of fixed order..See Karofiski 
[13] for a recent review paper on random graphs. A review paper by Frank [10] 
focuses on graphs obtained by random sampling from an arbitrary population 
graph of a fixed order. A sampled subgraph of the population graph can be a 
subgraph induced by a random point sample. Alternatively, such a subgraph can 
be obtained by deleting a randomly chosen subset of points and all the lines 
i,acidetd to il:ese points. Random subgraphs of this and various other kinds have 
been investigated by Capobianco [2, 3] and Frank [7-9]. 
In order to describe empirical graphs encountered in sociological and other 
applications, it might be necessary to provide a random model for a graph 
structure changing with time, i.e. a stochastic graph process. See, for instance, 
Hol land and Leinhardt [12] who discuss Markovian birth and de.'~lh processes for 
lines between the points in a given fixed point set. As a first step towards more 
general birth and death processes for both points and lines, we introduce in the 
next section a simple birth process by successively adding I~,oints and lines 
according to a simple random mechanism. Section 3 investigate.,; the probabil ity 
distribution of the numbers ef points and lines at a fixed time and shows how it 
can be determined recursively. Section 4 investigates the minimum ano maximum 
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numbers of points in graphs with a fixed number of lines and Section 5 the 
minimum and maximum numbers of lines in graphs with ~ 'fixed number of points. 
£. A simple graph process 
To define a birth process for graphs, we begin at time t = 1 with the graph G~ 
conslsting of a single point, and for t = 2, 3 . . . .  we define the graph G, recm'sively 
by eilher adding a point to G,_.~ or inserting a line in C:_t. A point is added with 
probability p, while the insertion of a line occurs with/:,t,:.bability q = 1 -p  unless 
G,. ~ is complete, in which case a point is added with i:'~obability 1. 
Fig. I displays the possibilities for the fi~st five steps. Several things should be 
no:~ ,1 here. First, downward arrows represent he addition of a point and arrows 
slanted to the left represent he insertion of a line. Secoad, any complete graph 
can have only downward arrows, since insertion of a line in such graphs is 
impossible. Third, note that in the case of the graph 
O O 
O O 
(,he middle ficaph in the fifth row of Fig. !), the insertion 3f a line can be done in 
two ways yielding two nonisomorphic graphs, namely 
0 -  0 0 - -Q  
and 
0 0 0 
in this paper we shall be interested only in the probabilily dislribmion of N, and 
R,, the number of points and the number of lines, respectively, c,f ti,.e graph G,. 
Hence occurrences of the type just described will not be iraportan, ard we do not 
have to specify how lines are inserted. 
The processes N, and R, are Markovian processes of :andom-walk type with 
time-dependent barriers. In fact, 
C') N,+R,=t  and 0~R,~ 2 " 
since at each step either a point or a line is added, and the number of lines is 
bounded by the number of lines in the complete graph. Therefore N, satisfies 
N,~t<~(N'+I), i.e. [~( - l+ , .~+l ) ]~Nt~t .  
and R, salistics 
0*R,  .-~ I~C2~ + " -  4-gt + 1}1, 
where rx] denotes tt-,: smallest integer not smaller than x and [x] the greatest 
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Fig. I. The non-isoraorphic outcomes of G, for t~<6. 
integer nnt ~roa*er than x. Fig. 2 illustrates a realization of N, for t ~ 25, and Fig. 
3 shows an equivalent two-dimensional random walk of (N,,R,). The points 
circled in Figs. 2 and 3 correspond to complete graphs, i.e. graphs for which 
R, = (~,). We refer to these points as barrier points. 
Rar4om walk processes with barriers may present di~cult combinatorial prob- 
lems; see the books by Feller [6] and Takfics [14] and a paper by Everett and 
Stein [5]. Barriers like those defined here for graph processes do not seem to have 
been investigated before. 
3. Order and size at a fixed time 
Let a,(t) denote the probability that N, = n. Clearly a,,(t)= 0 for n > t and for 
(,~1) < t. For symmetry reasons we will occasionally use the notation a,(n + r)= 
a,(( 2 )); i.e., a,, is the probability P,,. For brevity we simply use a, to denote ,.1 
that G, is complete for t=  (,~1). 
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Fig. 2. A re:dizaTh~n of the proccss N, for t ~< 25. 
For n ~ 1 and t ~ 1 the probabi l i t ies o~(/) satisfy the rccursion 
[P t to - i ( t -  l )+qa~(t -  I) otherwise 
where a~(O)= 1. Some first instances of this recursion yield 
az( l )  = 1, 
az(2) = 1, 
(/3(3) = P. a2(3) = q, 
0.;(4) = p2, a3(4 ) = Pq + q, 
as(5) = p-~, aa(5) = 2p~-q + pc/, a3(5) = rq2-+ q2. 
Let ~j, be a variable which indicates whether  G, is con, p'~:te, i.e. 
0 otherwise. 
~t  
25 ¸  






Nt,R t } 
0 ~ n  
0 5 10 15 20 25 
Fig. 3. A realization of (N,. R,) for t<~25. 
Clear ly ~, =0 for any t which is not equal  to ("[~) for some integer n, and ~, = 1 
for t = (n~l) if and only if N, = n. 
The  process N, satisfies the recursion 
N, = N,- I  + Bernoul l i (p + q~,-i) (1) 
for t = 1 ,2  . . . .  if we def ine No=O and ~o = 1. It fol lows that the generatin~ 
funct ion g,(x) def ined by 
g,(x) = Ex  N, 
satisfies the recursion 
g,(x) = Ex  N,--,[(p + q6,_~)x + 1 - p - q6,_~] 
-- Ex  N,..,[px ÷ q + (x  - l )q~,_ , ]  
. - -  7 .= t 
k=0 
for t = 1, 2 . . . .  with go(x) = 1 and ao = 1 . . ' (A )  denotes  an indicator which is I if A 
holds true and 0 otherwise.  This recursion is of the type 
gt = otgt_ 1 +/3t- l
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for t :: 1, 2 . . . . .  and it has the solution 
f - - |  
g, = a'go + ~ a'-1-~[3~, 
s=O 
Specifying a = px + q and 
k=O 
we obtain 
g,(x)=(px +q)' + ~, (x -1 )q  a~xk(rx+q) '-~-s k 1 




By identifying, ~:,c coefficients of x" it follows that 
+1 /~: "~'ak[b.-k ( t - I  (k ; l ) ) -b , , -k ( t - (k  2 ) ) ] I ( \  +1'~< a,,(t)=b.(t)+ - - k .~o I 2 / t) 
(4) 
where 
denotes the binomial distribu:ion. In particular, for t = ("~ ~) we obtain a :ecursion 
h~r a,. The following theorem summarizes these results. 
Theorem 1. The probabil!ty a,, thet G, for t = (',~ ') is complete is given recursively 
by 
for n = 2.2 . . . .  with ao = L. The probability a,(t) that Gt has order n (and size 
t -n)  is given Oy equation (4) as a linear function of a~ . . . . .  a~_t. 
Theorem 2. The expected value of N, is given by 
® + 
EN,=P t +q,,~, a~l( (n2 1) <t )  
and ar, upper bound is given by 
EN, ~ pt + q(l  + p-  q~)/p 
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for each t satis[ying ("~t)<t~<("~2) for some r. =0, 1 . . . . .  
PmoL The recursion (1) for N, yields 
N, = X, + bionomial(t-  X~, p) 
where X, =¢0 +. .  "+,~,-t is the number of complete graphs before time t for 
t = 1, 2 . . . .  including the empty graph at time 0. Hence the expected value of N, 
is equal to 
EN, = E[X, + (t -X , )p]  = pt + qEX, 
and the first part of the theorem follows. The second part follows by noting that 
a,,~<q--I for n=l ,2  . . . . .  
More generally, we can express how the distribution of N, depends on the 
probabilities a. by introducing the generating functions 
t= l  n=l  r=O 
and 
h(x ,  y)= Y. E~xN, y R,= Y. a.x"yC~. 
t= l  n=l  
(6) 
Theorem 3. The generating functions g and h are related according to 
g(x, y) = [x + (x - y)qh(x, y)]/(1 - px - qy). 
Proof. Starting from 
g(x, y)= ~. y'g,(xiy) 
f= l  
where g,(x/y) is given according to (3), the relationship is obtained by straightfor- 
ward calculations. 
4. Minimum and Born  order ior fixed size 
Define S, as the first time a graph of size r is obtained, i.e. 
S, = min{t: R, = r}. 
Let us occasionally write G(t) for G,. The graph G(S,) has a fixed s?ze r and a 
stochastic order * -  N ,  -S , - - r .  The order N* satisfies 
with equality if and only if G(S,) is complete. "Ihe order N* is the smallest order 
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realized by any graph of size r, and it is also the largest order realized by any 
graph of size r -  1. 
' l~eorem 4. The probability distribution of N*  is given by 
P(N*,=n)=<1P..,-, for (2)>~r 
where P., = a,(n + r) is g~t~en by Theorem ~. 
Co¢ollm?/ 5. 
n 1 
n • I 
Corollary 6. The generating function ~(x, y) = ~7= I ExN"Y ' satisiies the relationship 
~(x, y) = <1y[g(x, y ) -  h(x, y)]. 
Proofs. The probability distribution of N* is obtained by noting ti,,,t the event 
N* = n occurs if and only if N, .... ~= N,÷, = n. The relationship in Corollary 5 
follows since the probabilites add to 1. It can also b ,  ~ proved by using the 
generating function (5). Putting x = 1 in the formula given in Theorem 3 yields 
Z Z eo,y'= Z y'/<1. 
n-  2 r . :O  r~O 
and the result follows by identifying the coefficients of y '  Corollary 6 f.,dows by 
calculating Ex N: according to the distribution in Theorem 4 and ap~ lyizJg (5) and 
(6L 
Theorem 7. The expected value o[ N* is equal to 
((") ,) EN* = r p+ a. t  < 
<1 ,, -o 2 
h~r r ~, !. 2 . . . .  at,,i an upper bound is given by 
EN* <~ rp/<1 + ! +(1 - <1")/P 
[or each r satis[ying (~)<r<~("~ r) [or some n = 1, 2 . . . . .  
ProoL We have the following recursion for S,: 
S,, ; = S, + ~(S,) + 1 + geometric(<1) 
where .~(t)= ~, and the geometric variable takes value.,, 0, 1, 2 . . . .  with prob- 
ab!lilics <t, PC-/. P"<1 . . . . .  It follows that 
r - I  
S, = r+negative binomtal(r, <1)+ ~. ,f(Si,) 
k =0 
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or, equivalently, 
r - - I  
N* = negative binomial(r, q)+ ~ /j(Sk). (7) 
k=0 
The expected value follows by noting that ~.(Sk)= 1 with probability a,  if k = (~). 
The upper bound follows as in Theorem 2. 
5. Minimum and nuufimm size for fixed order 
Define T, as the last time with a graph of order n, i.e. 
T, = max{t: N, = n}. 
The graph G(T,) has a fixed order n and a stochastic size * -  R ,  - T, - n. The size 
R* satisfies R*, ~< (~), with equality if and only it G(T,) is complete. The size R* is 
the largest size realized by any graph of order n, and its is also the smallest size 
realized by any graph of order n + 1. 
Theorem 8. The probability distribution of R* is given by 
p(R.=r)=IpP,, fo r0<~r<(2  ) ,  
to 
where P,, = a,,(n + r) and a. are given by Theorem 1. 
Corollary 9. 
,_,~ 2 = ( l - -a , ) /p .  
Corollary I0.  The generating function ¢(x, y)= Y~:~ ] Ex"y R: satisfies the relation- 
ship 
~(x, y) : pg(x, y)+qh(x, y). 
Proofs. The probability distribution of R* is obtained by noting that the event 
R , - r  occurs if and only if Rn., = R . . . .  ~= r. The relationship in Corollary 9 
follows since the probabilities add to 1. It can also be proved by using the 
generating function (5). Putting y = 1 in the formula given in Theorem 3, we 
obtain 
t ~ P.,x"= t (l-qa,.)x"/p 
n=l  r=0 n~l  
which yields the desired relationship. This resul.t nicely d~plays the interplay 
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between a, and P,~. It can be expressed by saying that the sum of the probabilities 
of the non-complete graphs of order n is equal to the probability of a non- 
complete graph at time ("~') divided by p. 
Corollary 10 follows by calculating Ey R~" ac-ordir, g to the distribution in 
Theorem 8 and applying (5) and (6). 
"l~eorem U.  The expected value of R* is equal to 
ER* = ruq/p-q ~ aklp 
k=i  
for n -- 1, 2 . . . . .  and a lower bound is given by 
ER* >~ rut/p - q(1 - q,)/p2. 
Proof. According to Corollary 10 and Theorem 3 we .9btaia tIza: 
~b(x, y) = [px +q( l  - y)h(x, y)]/(l - px -qy) .  
by differentiating wilh respect to y and then putting y = 1, it follo-vs that 
x"ER ,*, qx/p l- x akxk/p l-- X) 
n I k= l  
= akx /p, 
n-~l  i -O  k~" I 
and the expected value is obtained by identifying the c~etficients of x". '"he lower 
bound follows as in Theorem 2. 
Even though the expected values in Theorems 7 and 11 may appe ,r similar, we 
note that their derivations are quite different. ER*, is found b~, using the 
generating function tk, but the generating function ~b d¢ es not seem to be of much 
help in finding a simple proof of Theorem 7. EN* was easily obtained from the 
rccursion (7). A corresponding recursion for R* is gi~ en by 
R~,,  = rain{( n+2 ! ) ,  R* + geometric(p)} 
where the geometric variable ta'~.es values 0, 1, 2 . . . .  with probabilities p, pq, 
ix4" . . . . .  However, this recursion does not seem to I:e very helpful for proving 
Theorem 11. The recursion can be used, though, to prove other relationships. By 
elementary calculations it is found that 
Ey ~" .... [pEy a" + q(l  - y)(qy)~"-;'}Eq-R']/(1 - qy) 
for n - !. 2 . . . .  and it follows that 
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Putting x =y  and (8) and in (9) and identifying them leads to 
= x"  2 ,q~. ta  t . _ ,  
r4~l  n~l  
so that 
an = q(gEq-R'--, 
fo rn  1,2 . . . .  w i thR*=0.  Bybounding * = R,~-t with ("2 t) in this relalionship we 
obtain an algebraic proof of a~ ~qn- t  for n = 1, 2 . . . . .  
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